
Saves time and frustration for parents and approvers by removing the
guesswork from excursion risk management.

Consistent, complete and correct excursion risk assessments for each
individual excursion.

Control the guided process through drop-down menus that dynamically
change based on teachers’ selections.

 
The system then automatically generates a risk profile, checklist, policies and risk
assessment. All SafeTripBuilder functionality can be provided within EdSmart.

How the EdSmart + SafeTripBuilder integration works

Risk Assessments you can trust

Features of EdSmart + SafeTripBuilder

SafeTripBuilder is a type of school form within EdSmart, so you can launch it just like any other EdSmart form, or add to a
process module workflow as part of your end-to-end excursion management process. 

The SafeTripBuilder offering is unique because it combines risk content, provider management and an intuitive risk
management workflow to guide a teacher, step-by-step, through a series of drop-down menus that dynamically change
based on the teacher’s selections.

Straightforward and simple to
understand risk, profile, checklist,
policies and risk assessment.

EdSmart + Complispace's
SafeTripBuilder ensures
that trip planning,
approval workflows 
and the reviewing of risk
assessments are time
efficient to free up 
your day.



EdSmart is a cloud-based software-as-a-service
platform. At its heart, it’s a digital forms, workflow
and best practice process automation solution,
specifically designed for K12 schools. With
EdSmart, schools minimise manual effort and
deliver greater efficiency and faster outcomes.

CompliSpace simplifies governance, risk,
compliance and policy management (GRC&P) and
makes it work within organisations. Put simply, they
help organisations know the rules, follow the rules
and prove that they do.

SafeTripBuilder by CompliSpace is an easy-to-use excursion risk management solution that integrates
with EdSmart’s excursion workflow. The two technologies combine to provide schools with exemplary
risk management and compliance to ensure all the relevant legal tick boxes have been covered.

Peace of mind  knowing you’re ready to roll with all the
checks & balances in place for your excursion

 


